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Hello, today I am going to be writing about what I like about Vermont. I hope you enjoy it. One 
thing that I like about Vermont are the mountains and they are so cool and it is so fun to hike 
them and it is super cool. Another thing that I like about Vermont is how it is not that big of a 
state and it is a chill state and it is a good place to live in. Vermont is a good place to be outside 
and not be cooped up in your house and it is a good place to do sports and to swim and to play 
outside. Vermont is a clean place and I hope that it stays this way for a long time because living 
in a clean place is so nice and not just everywhere you go is trash and just so nasty. It is so cool 
that we have colleges here so people that don't want to stay and not go far for college can stay 
with their family. Vermont is such a good place to live because there are not that many people 
that are just mean like in LA people honk wherever they go and people are just so loud and it is 
nice to not be so loud. This is what I like about Vermont. I know that Vermont does not have that 
good of beaches but there still are so many good beaches and they are just as good as a lot of 
other beaches. This is such a good place to live because there are so many schools and all 
people are accepted and it is so nice how all the schools accept all people. It is so cool that 
Vermont is a friendly economy. And it is not that expensive to live here. And people are so nice 
and people that are not doing good with money people help them and people give them stuff to 
help them live. It is so good to live here because all kids get along so well and it is really easy 
for kids to be and make friends. Another reason why it is good to live here is because we care 
about our state and are trying to reduce the use of fossil fuels and use electric cars and different 
stuff. This is why it is so fun to live here. I hope you have learned something about living here 
and why it is so nice to live here. I hope you enjoyed this writing bye. 




